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Introduction

Propolite is a game about worldbuilding, exploration, conflict, 

and diplomacy. In Propolite, you create a world that everyone 

inhabits, colonizes, and exploits. You must work agains one another 

to come out on top, but you must also work together lest you 

annihilate yourselves. As the game progresses, you will find yourself 

engaging in diplomacy with other players and colonizing other 

worlds. Eventually, there will be a victor, be it through research, 

blood, or sheer numbers.



1d6 Stellar Classification Circumstellar Zones

1 M (Red, Old) 1, 1, 0, 0

2 K (Orange, Old) 2, 1, 1, 0

3 G (Yellow, Average) 3, 2, 1, 0

4 F (White, Average) 3, 2, 2, 0

5 A (Light Blue, Young) 3, 2, 2, 1 

6 B (Blue, Young) 3, 3, 2, 2
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Creating a Star System
Propolite takes place in a single 

star system. At the beginning of the 
game, the table must decide what 
class of star they wish to inhabit. This 
will determine the type of planets in 
the system and, by extension, what 
resources are available to gather in 
the civilization stage. Either pick a 
class or roll on Table 1-1 to decide 
what the class your star is.

Table 1-1



2d6 +
CZ

Planetary Classification
(TM)

Feature Size × # of
Features

2 Frozen (8) 50 × 5

3 Arctic (7) 50 × 4

4 Tundra (6) 75 × 3

5 Boreal (5) 50 × 4

6 Terran (4) 50 × 4

7 Jungle (3) 50 × 3

8 Archipelago (3) 15 × 7

9 Oceanic (2 or 3) 25 × 3

10 Monsoon (2) 25 × 4

11 Savannah (2) 50 × 3

12 Arid (1) 75 × 2

13 Desert (0) 75 × 3

14 Geometallic (-1) 50 × 4

15 Lava (-2) 25 × 7
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Creating a Planet
Step 1

Roll on Table 2-1 and add the planet’s CZ (Circumstellar Zone). A 
homeworld is always the planet with its TM (Temperature Modifier) closest 
to 3 (If there are ties pick one as a group). If none of the planets in your 
system have a valid TM, reroll the planets, starting from the highest CZ, 
until one has a TM between 1 and 5. You may find planets with a cooler 
climate closer to your star than planets with a hotter climate. This can be 
due to many factors, such as albedo and atmospheric density.

Table 2-1



1d6 + TM Land Biome Movement Cost Food Availability

< 0 Cataclysmic Firestorms - 0

0 Irradiated Ashlands 6 0

1 Rocky Badlands 4 0

2 Sandy Desert 4 1

3 Arid Shrubland 3 1

4 Savannah 3 2

5 Tropical Rainforest 5 5

6 Marshland 4 2
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Step 2
First, if the planet type you rolled has continents in an ocean, or 

large seas across the planet’s surface (TM 1-5), then each player should take 
a turn rolling 1d6 on the hexes of the map until the correct number of 
features have been rolled, as per Table 2-1. Draw the edges of your feature 
on the map so that the die you rolled is surrounded by the feature. The 
hex the die landed closest to is a mountain peak if your planet has 
continents (TM 2-4), or a hadopelagic trench if your planet has seas (TM 1 
and 6). Mark the tile, and two contiguous tiles as such. These features are 
unusable to most species, and mountains are impassable.

A feature should be roughly as big as the number of hexes listed 
under Feature Size in Table 2-1 (one triangle on the map is exactly 25 
hexes for reference). This includes any mountains or trenches. A feature may 
only share one contiguous border with each other feature and these borders 
may not be more than 10 edges long per border.

Table 2-2



1d6 + TM Land Biome Movement Cost Food Availability

7 Temperate Forest 4 3

8 Grassy Plains 3 3

9 Boreal Forest 4 2

10 Boreal Scrubland 3 2

11 Tundra 2 1

12 Polar Desert 4 1

13 Silicate Wasteland 4 0

14 Methane Polar Desert 6 0

> 14 Methane Ice Blizzards - 0
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Step 3
For the final step, roll 1d6 in each triangle of the map (20d6 total). 

Roughly draw out zones that correspond to each biome listed on Table 2-3 
or 2-4. Hexes that are on or adjacent to the equator (there should be 4 
rows of these) get -1 to TM when rolling for biome. Additionally, hexes 
adjacent to the ice caps get +1 to TM when rolling for biome. If a hex 
would have two or more biomes (such as hexes on the edges of the 
triangles), the hex is treated as having rolled the average of all dice 
applicable to that hex.

Homogeneous, non-Oceanic planets cannot roll between 3 and 11 due 
to their hostile nature and thus take the closest result on the table. These 
planets do not have well-defined ice caps or tropics. Frozen and Arctic 
planets get +1 to TM for the entirety of the top and bottom triangles, and 
-1 to TM for the two rows of hexes on the equator. Lava, Geometallic, and 
Desert planets get -1 TM for the entirety of the middle triangles, and +1 
TM for the bottom two and top two rows of hexes. The only places these 
planets can naturally support complex life is in these odd places, and only 
if the biome is agreeable.

Table 2-2 cont.



1d6 + TM Sea/Ocean Biome Movement Cost Food Availability

< 0 Cataclysmic Firestorms - 0

0 Lava Fields - 0

1 Dry Seabed 3 0

2 Acidified Ocean 3 1

3

Tropical Ocean 3 4
4

5

6 Coral Reef 5 5

7

Temperate Ocean 3 4
8

9

10

Arctic Ocean 3 411

12 Permafrost 4 0

13 Dry Seabed 3 0

14 Methane Ocean 3 0

> 14 Methane Ice Blizzards - 0
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Table 2-3



In the Beginning…
The game starts as complex life begins to evolve. Each player starts off with

5, identical, Miniscule creatures, with Climate Adaptation for their starting biome 

(it must be a sea or ocean biome), the Carnivorous or Herbivorous trait, and the 

Asexual Reproduction adaptation. Every creature must have one type of Climate 

Adaptation, one diet, one size, and one or more methods of reproduction. All 

creatures of the same species must be placed within two map triangles of 

eachother. Each creature starts with 10 Metabolism Points (MP) at the beginning of

the game. Any points not spent during a turn carry over to the next one.

Taking Turns

Every turn is divided into two parts: the Traversal Phase, and the Adaptation 

Phase.

Traversal Phase

During the traversal phase, your creatures may use their MP to move, fight, 

and gather resources.

Move

Your creatures may move into an adjacent hex in which they can 

survive (i.e. a land creature may not move into the ocean) by paying the 

associated movement cost. A creature that enters a hex which it is not 

adapted to must roll 1d6 against a threshold equal to the distance between 

the terrain the creature is currently in and the closest terrain it is adapted to

on Table 2-3 plus 1 or die. For example, a creature adapted to arid 

shrubland that attempts to enter a grassy plains hex must roll higher than a 

4, or perish.
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Presapient Stage



Gather

Your creatures may spend one MP to gather food from a tile. The 

amount of food gathered corresponds to the terrain type. Omnivores gather 

half the food (rounded down), while carnivores are unable to gather. Hexes 

that have been Gathered from cannot be Gathered from again until the start

of the turn of the player who took the Gather action. Food is added to MP 

at the start of the Traversal Phase.

Fight

A creature that enters the space of another creature has the potential 

to start a conflict. If a creature enters the space of another creature, either 

creature can opt to start a conflict. The attacking party (the one that entered

the hex) rolls 1d6 plus any modifiers they have to attack. If the attacking 

party exceeds the defender’s Defense Threshold (DT), the defending party is 

slain. Omnivores gain half of the MP the defending creature, while 

carnivores gain the full MP of the defending creature. If the attacking party’s

roll equals that of the defender’s threshold, the defenders are routed to any 

hex that is not adjacent to the one the attacker entered from and must 

spend 1 MP. If the attackers roll below the threshold, they are routed back 

to the hex they entered from and must spend 1 MP. If the attackers roll a 1

on the die, they are slain by the defenders. The defenders gain MP as if they 

were successful on an attack.
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Losing Your Last Creature
If your last creature is slain, you are not out of the game. Life is tenacious and will 

continue to thrive in all but the harshest conditions. You may place a creature identical to 

the one that was slain somewhere on the map. This creature is missing adaptations equal in 

value to the amount of MP your last creature lost upon death. If such a creature cannot be 

played (it cannot remove enough MP worth of adaptations), you may place a starting 

creature somewhere on the map and give it adaptations equal in MP to those of the 

creature with the lowest MP worth of adaptations.

Adaptation Phase
Once a creature is done moving and gathering, it enters the 

Adaptation Phase. At the start of this phase, all food gathered during the 

Traversal Phase is converted into MP. First, spend a number of MP equal to 

the total metabolism cost of all of your creature’s adaptations. If a creature 

doesn’t have enough MP to pay this cost, it must spend all available MP, 

then roll 1d6 against a threshold equal to the number of MP the creature 

still needs to spend. If the creature does not roll higher than the threshold, 

the creature dies. During this phase, your creatures may use their MP to gain

new adaptations or reproduce.

Adapt

Your creatures may spend twice the amount of MP listed on an 

adaptation to gain that adaptation. A creature must meet all prerequisites for

the adaptation they wish to take. A creature may also remove an adaptation

and gain the amount of MP listed on the adaptation for use on subsequent 

turns. A creature may only take the Adapt action to either gain or remove a

single adaptation. An adaptation becomes inactive if, at any point, a creature

fails to meet its prerequisites. Inactive adaptations do not cost MP to 

maintain and do not fulfill prerequisites for other adaptations. Adaptations 

are gained on a creature-by-creature basis.
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Reproduce

A creature may use this phase to reproduce, as per the adaptations 

Sexual Reproduction and Asexual Reproduction. At the end of this action, a 

new creature of the same species is created in an adjacent hex to a creature 

that takes this action. This new creature starts with MP equal to twice the 

cost of all its adaptations, cannot take actions for one turn, and 

automatically is slain if a creature takes the Fight action in its hex.

# Descriptor Size

0 Miniscule < 0.1 m

1 Tiny 0.1-0.5 m

2 Dwarflike 0.5-1 m

3 Average 1-2 m

4 Large 2-4 m

5 Giant 4-8 m

6 Immense 8-16 m

7 Titanic > 16 m
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Table 3-1
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Adaptations

Devastating Attack 3 MP

This creature’s weapons are 
improved, granting an additional +1 
bonus to attack another creature or 
an army.

Prerequisites:
Advanced Attack

Sample Adaptation MP Cost

Description

Prerequisites

Advanced Attack 2 MP

This creature gains some form of 
physical weapon (claws, a bite, etc.) 
that grant a +1 bonus to the die 
roll you make to attack another 
creature. This bonus ceases to 
provide a benefit when taking the 
Fight action in the Sapient stage.

No prerequisites

Siege Attack 3 MP

This creature gains an additional, 
powerful weapon or ability (massive 
strength to hurl boulders, a rhino’s 
charge, etc.) that grant the species’ 
armies a +1 bonus when attacking 
population centers.

Prerequisites:
Devastating Attack,
Size Category > 3
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Armored Hide 3 MP

The creature gains hard, chitinous 
plates or keratinous scales. Its base 
DT becomes 5.

Prerequisites:
Tough Hide

Legendary Attack 5 MP

This creature gains a terrifying 
attack or ability (fire breathing, jaws 
that can cut steel, etc.) that grants 
the species +1 whenever they take 
the Fight action.

Prerequisites:
Siege Attack

Tough Hide 2 MP

This creature gains a tough and 
leathery hide or reptilian scales. Its 
base DT becomes 3.

No prerequisites

Mythic Hide 5 MP

This creature gains an additional, 
powerful weapon or ability (massive 
strength to hurl boulders, a rhino’s 
charge, etc.) that grant the species’ 
armies a +1 bonus when attacking 
population centers.

Prerequisites:
Armored Hide
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Gestalt Consciousness 2 MP / 
Creature

All creatures of the same species 
with the Gestalt Consciousness 
adaptation share MP. All MP the 
creatures currently have is put into 
a pool which any creature can draw 
from. A creature that is slain counts 
as a loss of MP equal to the current 
MP pool × 1 / total number of 
creatures of your species with this 
adaptation (rounded up). Taking this 
adaptation does not count towards 
the prerequisite for Intelligence.

No prerequisites

Size Change 2 MP × New 
Size Category

Your creature changes in size. A 
creature gains +2 to attack against 
creatures and armies, and -1 to its 
DT if the creature becomes larger. 
The values are become -2 to attack 
and +1 to DT if the creature 
becomes smaller. No creature can be 
larger than size 7 or smaller than 
size 0.

Prerequisites:
Within one size category of new 
size

Climate Adaptation 
(Land/Water)

2 MP / 4 MP

By default, a land creature can 
comfortably survive in both the 
biome it started in, and in biomes 
that are one step away from it on 
Table 2-3. Creatures cannot Gather 
in biomes one step outside of this 
range, and must roll to survive 
more than two steps outside of this 
range. A creature may take this 
talent again to shift its adapted 
biome over one step. No presapient 
land creature can survive in 
climates colder than the polar desert 
(or arctic ocean), or hotter than 
rocky badlands (or acidified ocean).

No prerequisites
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Disabling Venom 3 MP

Whenever an attacking creature rolls 
a 1, or a defending creature is 
rolled against with a 6, the creature 
is poisoned and loses half of its MP 
for use in the next Traversal Phase. 
Lost MP is regained after the 
Traversal Phase.

Prerequisites:
Advanced Attack

Camouflage 5 MP

A creature with camouflage may 
forego its Traversal Phase to 
become immune to attacks from 
other creatures. For all intents and 
purposes, a creature does not occupy 
its hex when using camouflage.

Prerequisites:
Size Category < 4

Emaciating Venom 3 MP

As per Disabling Venom, except the 
creature loses half its MP 
permanently.

Prerequisites:
Disabling Venom

Graspers 2 MP

Your creature gains some sort of 
manipulatory appendage. This 
creature gains 0.25 extra food 
whenever taking the Gather action. 
This adaptation counts as two 
adaptations for the purposes of 
taking the Intelligence adaptation.

No prerequisites
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Omnivorous 4 MP

An Omnivorous creature gains half 
of a slain creature’s MP after a 
Fight. Additionally, an Omnivorous 
creature gains half of a hex’s food 
as MP when taking the Gather 
action.

No prerequisites

Herbivorous 2 MP

A Herbivorous creature gains all of 
a hex’s food when taking the 
Gather action in a hex and no MP 
from slain creatures.

No prerequisites

Carnivorous 2 MP

A carnivorous creature cannot gain 
food by taking the Gather action. 
They gain the full MP of any 
creature slain after a Fight.

No prerequisites

Flight 3 MP

A creature with Flight takes 3 MP 
to cross any terrain. Creatures with 
Flight may cross over any land or 
water biome that it is possible for a 
creature to survive in. A creature 
with this adaptation still suffers the 
penalties of entering a biome which 
they are not adapted to.

No prerequisites
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Asexual Reproduction 3 MP

A creature with Asexual 
Reproduction may create another 
creature at any time. This costs MP 
equal to half of the cost of all of 
the creature’s adaptations.

No prerequisites

Sexual Reproduction 2 MP

A creature with Sexual 
Reproduction may create a creature 
if an adjacent creature of the same 
species also takes the Reproduce 
action on its turn for no MP cost. 
The action is considered finished 
when the second creature takes this 
action.

No prerequisites

Short Gestation Period 2 MP

A creature with this adaptation may 
take both the Reproduce and Adapt 
actions during its Adaptation Phase.

No prerequisites

Intelligence 5 MP

Your creature gains sapience and 
progresses to the Sapient Stage after 
taking this adaptation three times. 
This adaptation costs one less every 
time it is taken.

Prerequisites:
8 other adaptations



Achieving Sapience
Once a creature takes the Intelligence adaptation three times, it enters the 

Sapient stage of the game. The creature establishes a camp on the site where it 

takes its final Intelligence adaptation. All units produced by your civilization will 

have the stats of the creature that does this (plus bonuses given by tech). If there 

are any other creatures of the same species on the map, they are integrated into 

the camp.

# Tech Level Advancement

0 Stone Age Sapience, Food +0.25, Attack +2, Custom

1 Bronze Age Attack +3, Defense +1, Movement ×2, Town

2 Iron Age Food +0.5, Attack +4, Defense +2, City, Custom

3 Renaissance Age Attack +5

4 Steam Age Food +0.75

5 Industrial Age Attack +7, Defense +5, Movement ×3, Custom

6 Atomic Age
Food +1, Attack +8, Defense +7, Global Movement, Nuclear Weapons,

Metropolis

7 Information Age Space Travel (8 turns/CZ)

8 Early Stellar Age Space Travel (4 turns/CZ)

9 High Stellar Age Space Travel (2 turns/CZ), FTL, Attack +10, Defense +10

10 Late Stellar Age Space Travel (1 turn/CZ)

11 Interstellar Age Interstellar Travel, Victory
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Sapient Stage

Table 4-1



Taking Turns
Taking turns in the Sapient Stage is very much like taking turns in the Presapient 

Stage. A turn is divided into two parts: the Execution Phase and the Planning 

Phase. All players should feel free to conduct diplomacy at the table.

Execution Phase

During the Execution Phase, your units move and fight. Each unit you own

can act during this phase.

Move

Your armies have a base movement of 10 hexes each. This base movement 

gets multiplied as your TL (Tech Level) increases. At the start of the Atomic

Age, units can move to any unoccupied hex on the map. To enter a tile, 

your armies must pay the movement cost associated with the terrain. This is

doubled if your species is a land creature trying to leave an ocean hex or 

vice-versa. Two or more armies may never occupy the same hex.

Fight

If an army moves into the space of a different species’ army, it can choose 

to attack. Combat functions identically to that of the Presapient Stage, 

except you do not gain MP from slain sapients if your species is not 

carnivorous. MP gained goes to the nearest population center for the next 

turn. Each unit gains bonuses to attack and defense based on their TL.

Siege

Attacking a population center works much the same as attacking a unit. 

However a population center gets a base +1 to its DT and an additional +2 

to its DT per upgrade. Otherwise, a population center is treated as a 

defending army.
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Fire Nuclear Weapons
Firing a nuclear weapon is an action that has grave consequences. First,

the hex the weapon is fired at is turned into Irradiated Ashlands. Any 

population center or unit on the hex is utterly annihilated. Next, all tiles 

adjacent to the site of the blast shift three steps towards the closest extreme 

biome (Cataclysmic Firestorms/Methane Ice Blizzards). Hexes outward one 

from that shift two steps towards the closest extreme biome, so on and so 

forth until the change is zero. The climate of the entire planet shifts one 

towards the closest extreme if more nuclear weapons are fired targeting a 

planet than there are players at the table. This change happens every time 

another nuclear weapon is used after. Everyone loses if all sapient life is 

destroyed by nuclear weapons.

Only one nuclear weapon can be fired per population center per turn. 

Nuclear weapons can hit anywhere on the planet at TL 6, or anywhere in 

the star system at TL 8. Interplanetary nuclear weapons have a travel time 

based on your TL.

Planning Phase

During the Planning Phase, you build units, research technology, and expand

your territory. Each of your population centers may take an action during 

this phase.

Produce Unit

You may produce an army at each one of your population centers. This 

army appears in an adjacent, unoccupied hex to the population center. 

Nuclear weapons are stored in the population center they are constructed in 

and cannot be produced at a population center smaller than a metropolis. 

Producing a unit costs MP equal to the total cost of your species’ 

adaptations.
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Research Technology

You may dedicate a population center towards researching new technology 

for a turn. A camp contributes 1 research, a town 2, a city 4, and a 

metropolis 8. The amount of research needed to advance to the next TL 

equals the TL you’re trying to advance to, squared, plus one. For example, 

going from TL 6 to TL 7 takes 50 research. You immediately gain the 

benefits of a new TL (listed on Table 4-1) upon reaching the required 

amount of resources. This may include taking customs, gaining resource 

production, and many other effects.

Settle Territory

You may settle unoccupied territory. Pick a hex in an unoccupied triangle 

on the map to become a camp. This hex must be in a biome that your 

species is adapted to, unless your TL is at least 8. You may have up to three

population centers, plus one for every upgrade on each of your population 

centers.

Upgrade Population Penter

You may upgrade a camp to a town, a town to a city, or a city to a 

metropolis. This upgrade completes once enough surplus food is gathered. It 

takes 20 food to upgrade to a town double to upgrade to a city, and double

again to upgrade to a metropolis. Surplus food gathered during this time is 

lost and is not stored. This action can be canceled at any time, but no food 

is refunded.
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Launch Space Vessel

You may launch a space vessel from a population center carrying either a 

unit or a colony module. Upon waiting the correct amount of turns for 

your TL (as noted on table 4-1), either a unit appears in an unoccupied hex 

somewhere on the targeted planet, or a camp is created in a hex on the 

targeted planet.

Politics and Pop. Center Management

Cities, Towns, and Camps

Metropolises, cities, towns, and camps are the population centers of 

your species. Each of them can take an action during the Planning Phase. A 

camp gathers all food in the hexes adjacent to it. This distance increases by 

one every time a population center is upgraded. Any bonuses to gathering 

food (such as from TL or customs) are applied to each hex. Excess food 

gathered is stored up to a maximum of 10 food per population center plus 

10 food per population center upgrade. Hexes shared between civilizations 

gather an equal fraction of the food on each hex based on how many 

civilizations share the tile. For example, if three empires all gather from the 

same tile, they all gather one third of the tile’s food.

If a shared hex is occupied by a hostile unit, only the civilization 

owning the unit may gather from the hex. Otherwise, a hex occupied by a 

hostile unit produces no food.

If a population center cannot gather enough food to sustain itself and 

there is no food in storage, its loses an upgrade at the end of the turn. A 

camp that cannot gather enough food is abandoned. You are out of the 

game if all of your population centers are destroyed.
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War and Peace

Players initially start in a state of cold war. Civilizations with this 

relationship may initiate combat in neutral or friendly territory. At any time

on a player’s turn, they may declare war on another player. This allows 

combat between units anywhere on the map and attacks on population 

centers. Conversely, if two players agree, they can make peace. A peaceful 

relationship disallows units from fighting and disallows units from entering 

the other player’s territory without permission. Players must wait five turns 

before breaking peace. After this period, peace may remain, or it may be 

broken to any other type of relationship (cold war or war).
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Custom Effect Prerequisites

Agrarian +0.25 Food Not Carnivore

Xenophobic +1 Attack None

Authoritarian +1 City Limit None

Warrior Culture +1 Attack Carnivore or Advanced Weapons

Mystics +0.2 Tech Level on Research None

Sagacious +0.2 Tech Level on Research None

Harmonious +1 City Limit
Does not have Advanced

Weapons

Feudal Society +0.25 Food None
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Victory Conditions

A player wins if any of the following conditions are met:

• They control at least 80% of all triangles on every planet inhabited by a 

sapient species other than their own

• No other sapient species controls a population center anywhere in the star 

system

• They reach TL 11
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